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Nacre-inspired Hard and Tough Materials
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Abstract: Nature fabricates materials with properties that are difficult to reproduce with manmade counterparts.
For example, nacre, composed of layers of CaCO3 crystals that are interspaced with small quantities of organic
components, is one of the toughest known biomaterials. To produce materials with such fascinating proper-
ties, nature has established processes that offer an excellent control over their structure and local composition.
Inspired by nacre, a lot of work has been devoted to the fabrication and characterization of composites with
similar structures that nevertheless display distinctly different mechanical properties. The first part of this review
summarizes methods used to produce nacre-inspired layered composites, their influence on the composition,
structure, and mechanical properties. A key difference between the formation of nacre and that of nacre-inspired
materials is the mechanism and kinetics of the formation of the inorganic components. In an endeavor to gain a
better control over the mechanical properties of the inorganic platelets contained in nacre-inspired composites,
the second part of this review describes methods to control the shape, structure, and orientation of CaCO3

formed in organic scaffolds.
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1. Nacre: A Strong and Tough Natural Material
Many natural materials display a combination of mechani-

cal properties that are difficult to reproduce with synthetic coun-
terparts. For example, mollusks protect their soft body against
predators and foreign bodies with a hard shell whose inner layer is
composed of nacre. Nacre displays an exceptional combination of
strength and toughness that renders it highly damage resistant.[1]
The vast majority of nacre, 95 vol%, is composed of platelets
made of aragonite, one of the crystalline CaCO

3
polymorphs.

These aragonite platelets are arranged into a layered structure, as
shown in the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image in Fig.
1a. To increase the toughness, adjacent aragonite layers are inter-
spaced with thin layers of an organic matrix made of hydrophobic
β-chitin that is coated with hydrophilic silk fibroins and small
amounts of acidic peptides, as shown in Fig. 1b.[2] These organic
additives increase the toughness of nacre up to 40-fold compared
to additive-free aragonite platelets, making it one of the toughest

biomaterials.[3] To increase the strength, adjacent aragonite lay-
ers are connected by thin CaCO

3
bridges. These mineral bridges

hamper the lateral displacement of adjacent platelets[4–7] and are
most likely a contributing reason for the continuous crystal struc-
ture of aragonite platelets across different layers, as schematically
illustrated in Fig. 1c. These findings suggest that the fascinating
mechanical properties of nacre are a result of an intricate interplay
between its hierarchical structure and the composition that repeti-
tively changes on the nm up to the mm length scale.[8,9]We are far
from building materials with similar structures and compositions
that controllably change within this length scale range and hence,
we cannot tune the mechanical properties of synthetic composites
to the same degree.[10] In the following, we summarize some of
the more recent developments in the fabrication of nacre-inspired
composites and point out their abilities and limitations to control
the structure and local composition of these materials. We pay
particular attention to their influence on the mechanical properties
of the composites.

2. Nacre-inspired Ceramic Composites
Fascinated by the mechanical properties of nacre, a lot of ef-

forts have been devoted towards the production of bio-inspired
layered 1D, 2D, and 3D composites.[10–13] Most frequently, these
materials are composed of an organic matrix that encompasses
anisotropic inorganic particles made ofAl

2
O

3
or clay. Due to their

anisotropy, platelets can be aligned using isostatic pressures. This
is demonstrated, for example, withAl

2
O

3
platelets that are embed-

ded in an epoxy matrix: If the composite is subjected to an isostat-
ic pressure of 150MPa during the solidification of epoxy, platelets
preferentially align perpendicularly to the applied pressures and
thereby can be up-concentrated from 20 vol% up to 60 vol%.[14]
The control over the orientation of platelets is even higher if they
are surface modified with superparamagnetic nanoparticles such
that they can be oriented using magnetic fields, as shown in Fig.
2a.[15,16] This enhanced control over the platelet orientation results
in Young’s moduli that are almost twice as high as those of com-
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layer-by-layer deposition methods, as schematically illustrated
in Fig. 3a.[18–21] The resulting composites display a well-defined
structure and layer thicknesses that are usually in the µm range
albeit layer thicknesses down to a few nanometers have been
achieved.[18] However, even if layers are as thick as a few µm, the
mechanical properties of these composites are rather poor because
the organic/inorganic interfaces are typically weak.[18]To increase
the mechanical properties of the composites their interfaces have
been strengthened for example by modifying the organic scaffold
with moieties that have high affinities to the platelets, such as
the metal coordinating motive catechol.[20,22] Similarly, the inter-
facial strength has been increased by modifying the surface of
inorganic platelets, for example using chemical groups that form
hydrogen[21] or covalent bonds with the organic matrix.[18] This
feature was nicely illustrated on clay platelets that have been sur-
face modified with glutaraldehyde to form covalent bonds with
the poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA)-based organic scaffold. The result-
ing layered composites that contain 50 vol% clay platelets display
Young’s moduli up to 106 GPa and tensile strengths as high as 400
MPa;[18] these values are clearly superior to those of nacre, as sum-
marized in Fig. 4. This result demonstrates that also the interfacial
strength strongly influences the overall mechanical properties of
these composites.

Nacre-inspired layered composites can also be produced in
a single fabrication step, for example through additive manufac-
turing.[12] Yet, the spatial resolution of this technology is not yet
sufficiently high to introduce the nanometer-sized asperities onto
platelet surfaces; these asperities would be needed to achieve good
mechanical properties.[23] This shortcoming can be alleviated if
nacre-inspired composites are produced through freeze-casting:
Upon freezing of an aqueous solution containing inorganic plate-
lets, ice crystallizes and expels the inorganic particles, thereby
forming particle-free ice crystals. These crystals are separated by
zones containing high concentrations of particles.[24] The direc-
tion of the ice crystal growth can be controlled for example by
applying temperature gradients, resulting in layered inorganic
scaffolds, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 3b.[1,25]After the ice
is sublimed, the scaffolds can be back-filled with organic sub-
stances to increase the toughness of the composite.[25] The me-
chanical properties of the resulting layered composites depend
on the shape of the inorganic particles: Composites encompass-
ing anisotropic platelets are significantly stiffer and stronger than
those containing isotropic particles.[26] Indeed, the tensile strength
of nacre-inspired layered composites increases with increasing
aspect ratio of the platelets and so does the failure strength. In
contrast, the failure strain decreases with increasing platelet as-
pect ratio because the volume fraction of polymers contained in

posites that have been isostatically pressed, even though the vol-
ume fractions of inorganic particles are very similar: Composites
encompassing magnetically aligned platelets haveYoung’s modu-
li that reach up to 50 GPa.[15] This comparison hints to the impor-
tance of the orientation of platelets for the mechanical properties
of these nacre-inspired composites.

Layered composites can also be formed in the absence of ex-
ternal forces if organic scaffolds are composed of self-assembling
polymers. This has been demonstrated, for example, using ethyl-
ene glycol 2-ureido-4-pyrimidinone (EG-UPy) as an organic tem-
plate that was processed in the presence of clay-based platelets.[17]
The resulting multi-layered composites, that contain up to 50 wt%
or approximately 30 vol% clay platelets, are significantly stiffer
and stronger than those produced with randomly arranged plate-
lets. Indeed, the Young’s modulus of these self-assembled com-
posites is very similar to that reported for composites containing
magnetically aligned platelets even though the platelet volume
content of the self-assembled composites is about two times
lower. A key difference between these composites is the platelet
distribution: The position of platelets contained in self-assembled
supramolecular polymers is well defined in z-direction whereas
that of magnetically aligned platelets is ill-defined in all three di-
rections, as exemplified in Fig. 2b. These results indicate that also
the positioning of platelets within composites crucially influences
their mechanical properties.

To improve the control over the position of platelets in z-direc-
tion and to enable the use of a wider range of organic materials as
scaffolds, nacre-inspired materials have been fabricated through

Fig. 1. (a) Scanning electron micrograph of nacre contained in Cephalopod N. pompilius with arrows pointing to the organic interlayers.[2]Schematic
illustrations of (b) an aragonite platelet and (c) the connections between them.[8] Figures reproduced with permission of John Wiley and Sons[2] and
Springer Nature.[8]

Fig. 2. Nacre-inspired composites containing inorganic platelets.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of a composite containing
(a) Al2O3 platelets surface modified with iron oxide nanoparticles that are
embedded in a PMMA matrix. Platelets were oriented using an external
magnetic field.[15] (b) SEM image of nanoclay contained in a matrix of the
supramolecular poly(oligoethylene glycol methacrylate)-based copoly-
mer that is doped with 2-ureido-4-pyrimidinone (UPy) produced through
self-assembly.[17] Figures reproduced with permission of Springer
Nature[15] and John Wiley and Sons.[17]
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In contrast, most nacre-inspired materials are produced from as-
synthesized microparticles that lack nanoasperities and are much
more difficult to join through mineral bridges than if produced
in situ.

To better control the structure of inorganic particles on a nano-
meter length scale, CaCO

3
particles have been synthesized during

the fabrication of nacre-inspired composites. This was achieved,
for example, by precipitating Ca2+ and CO

3
2– ions in the presence

of certain polymers and optionally other additives.[32,33] However,
this process offers limited control over the dimensions of the re-
sulting particles.As a result, CaCO

3
-based particles possess much

lower aspect ratios thanAl
2
O

3
or clay platelets used to produce na-

cre-inspired materials such that the CaCO
3
-based composites are

usually softer than composites containing Al
2
O

3
or clay platelets.

To more closely mimic the natural fabrication process of na-
cre, CaCO

3
-based composites have been fabricated in two steps

by forming an organic scaffold that is subsequently mineralized.
Using this strategy, free-standing two dimensional (2D) sheets
have been produced by infiltrating a thin layer of alginate, cross-
linked with Ca2+, with a carbonate source such as Na

2
CO

3
to form

CaCO
3
particles inside the alginate matrix.[34] Similarly, three di-

mensional (3D) composites have been produced from carboxy-
functionalized cellulose nanofibrils that are assembled into 3D
hydrogels[35] or from poly(2-hydroxyl methacrylate) (PHEMA)
hydrogels.[36] These composites are tough: They reach yield
stresses of 200 MPa[35] while they can be strained by up to 8%.[34]

the composites decreases.[27] Yet, even if the aspect ratio of the
platelets is maximized such that the volume content of organics
is minimized, these composites are still more flexible than na-
cre.[27,28] This difference might partially be assigned to the much
thicker ceramic and polymeric layers of freeze cast composites
compared to those of nacre and the absence of nanoasperities.[25]
These results hint at the importance of the layer thickness and
surface roughness of the inorganic platelets for the mechanical
properties of nacre-inspired materials.

An important reason for the high stiffness measured for nacre
are mineral bridges that connect adjacent layers of CaCO

3
plate-

lets.[4–7] Inspired by nature, mineral bridges have been formed in
nacre-inspired composites to increase their stiffness by sintering
the layered inorganic scaffold after the ice has been sublimed.[24,29]
If fabricated through this optimized procedure, composites with
layer thicknesses of 5-10 µm that contain up to 80 vol% inor-
ganic platelets display Young’s moduli as high as 115 GPa and
tensile strengths up to 210 MPa.[24,29] These results show feasibil-
ity to produce nacre-inspired layered composites with mechanical
properties that are superior to those of nacre within one fabrica-
tion step, as summarized in Fig. 4.

In summary, the mechanical properties of nacre-inspired ma-
terials strongly depend on the dimensions of inorganic particles,
their surface roughness, orientation, and positioning within the
composites. In addition, the mechanical properties of these com-
posites depend on those of the interfaces between the inorganic
particles and the organic scaffold and the connections between in-
organic particles. These results demonstrate the importance of the
structure of nacre-inspired materials, ranging from the nanometer
up to the millimeter length-scale, on their mechanical properties,
as schematically illustrated in Figs 1b and 1c. Unfortunately, we
are still lacking processes that offer this level of control over the
structure of composites over such a wide range of length scales.

3. CaCO3-based Composites
The degree of control over the structure and local composition

is governed by the processing route. Nacre contains organic scaf-
folds primarily made of hydrophobic β-chitin and hydrophilic silk
fibroin.[30] These scaffolds are infiltrated with amorphous CaCO

3
(ACC) particles in the presence of small amounts of soluble or-
ganic additives. The densely packed ACC particles subsequently
transform into aragonite platelets, as schematically illustrated in
Fig. 5a. The resulting micro-sized aragonite platelets are com-
posed of nano-sized crystalline CaCO

3
grains that all have the

same orientation. The crystalline CaCO
3
grains are separated by

amorphous grain boundaries containing high concentrations of
organic additives, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 1b.[4,31] This
nanometer-sized structure and locally varying composition of the
aragonite platelets contributes to the high toughness of nacre.[8]

Fig. 3. Fabrication of nacre-inspired materials. (a) Layer-by-layer deposition of DOPA-functionalized polymers and TiO2 nanoparticles.
[22] (b) Freeze

casting of layered composites results in an inorganic hydroxyapatite scaffold that is back-filled with methacrylate monomers that are subsequently
polymerized.[28] Figures reproduced with permission of John Wiley and Sons.[22,28]

Fig. 4. Overview over the tensile strength (σc) and Young’s modulus
(E) of composites containing Al2O3 or clay particles fabricated through
spin coating ( ), layer-by-layer deposition ( ), and freeze casting ( ).
In addition, CaCO3-containing layered composites fabricated through
layer-by-layer deposition are shown (•). For comparison, the mechanical
properties of nacre are included ( ).
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of nacre. A contributing reason for this difference might be the
CaCO

3
structure: The bio-mimetic composites contained calcite,

a polymorph that is softer than aragonite contained in nacre.
To more closely mimic the structure of nacre, natural organic

scaffolds have been produced by chemically removing CaCO
3

from nacre. The resulting organic scaffolds have been re-miner-
alized to form composites with structures that closely resemble
those of nacre.[42] Interestingly, the re-mineralization is only suc-
cessful if CaCO

3
is formed in the presence of small quantities

of soluble organic additives,[43] demonstrating the importance of
these additives for the controlled formation of CaCO

3
crystals.[7]

However, even if organic additives are present, the inorganic
platelets that form inside the natural scaffold differ from those of
nacre: they are composed of calcite displaying different orienta-
tions and not all regions of the scaffold are fully mineralized. As
a result of these differences, the mechanical properties of these
nacre-mimetic composites are still inferior to those of the natural
counterparts. To fabricate materials with mechanical properties
that more closely resemble those of nacre, we must obtain a better
simultaneous control over the dimensions, structure, and orienta-
tion of CaCO

3
crystals, their concentration and positioning, the

thickness of the different layers, and the connections between dif-
ferent CaCO

3
-based layers. While significant progress in control-

ling each of these points individually has been achieved, it is still
challenging to control all of them at the same time. To get a step
closer to this goal, a better understanding on the influence of addi-
tives and organic scaffolds on the formation of CaCO

3
is required.

4. Formation of CaCO3 on Organic Substrates
The mechanical properties of CaCO

3
depend on its structure

and the presence of additives. To better understand the influence
of the organic scaffold and soluble organic additives on the forma-
tion of CaCO

3
, the mineralization process was studied using two-

dimensional (2D) substrates. By analogy to the mineralization of
3D scaffolds, CaCO

3
-based films only grow on 2D substrates if

appropriate organic additives such as PAA[44,45] or poly(aspartic
acid)[46] are present.[47–49] These soluble organic additives in-
fluence the structure and morphology of individual crystalline
CaCO

3
particles.[50,51] The exact mechanism by which they influ-

ence the crystal structure is unclear. For example, it remains to
be determined whether some of these additives are incorporated
in the CaCO

3
particles, and thereby influence their structure. The

incorporation of additives into CaCO
3
-based films could also have

important implications for their mechanical properties. For ex-
ample, the hardness of individual calcite particles significantly
increases if small amounts of amino acids are incorporated.[52]
By analogy to individual CaCO

3
particles, the structure of CaCO

3
films depends on the composition of both the insoluble organic
substrate and the soluble organic additives. For example, calcite
films form on hydroxyl-presenting surfaces like cellulose whereas
vaterite films form on amine-presenting surfaces like chitosan,
if soluble additives such as PAA are present.[44] Similarly, vater-

However, their Young’s moduli are typically at least an order of
magnitude lower than that of nacre. Contributing reasons for this
difference are the high concentration of organic materials con-
tained in them, that usually exceed 50 wt%, and the limited con-
trol over the position of the CaCO

3
particles.

To obtain a better control over the position of CaCO
3
particles,

CaCO
3
-encompassing composites have been produced through

layer-by-layer deposition. To form layers of CaCO
3
particles in

situ during the sequential deposition of organic layers, standard
layer-by-layer deposition protocols must be adjusted. This can be
achieved, for example, by depositing a polymeric layer on a sub-
strate, immersing it into a Ca2+-containing solution, and inserting
a carbonate source to form an organic/inorganic bilayer.[37] This
process can be repeated to generate multilayered composites, as
summarized in Fig. 5b. A similar structure can be obtained if the
polymer substrate is replaced by amphiphilic carboxy-containing
polymers which preferentially adsorb at the surface of a Ca2+-
containing liquid that is subsequently supplemented with a carbon
source.[38] Optionally, ACC can be transformed into crystals by
subjecting the composite to humid environments[39] or elevated
temperatures.[40] If the diffusion time of the carbonate source is
optimized, the CaCO

3
content can be increased up to 93 wt%,[40]

such that these composites can display Young’s moduli that are
relatively high: 14 GPa.[37] The Young’s moduli of CaCO

3
-based

composites can be significantly increased, reaching values up to
43 GPa, if the orientation of the CaCO

3
-based platelets within

each layer is controlled for example through freeze-casting.[41]
However, these layers are much thicker than the ones contained
in nacre and platelets contained in adjacent layers have different
orientations, in stark contrast to nacre. These differences likely
contribute to the measured differences in mechanical properties.

The concentration of CaCO
3
contained in layered composites

produced through the diffusion and freeze casting methods can
reach values that are similar to those of nacre. Despite of this high
CaCO

3
concentration, theYoung’s moduli of these composites are

significantly below that of nacre, as summarized in Fig. 4. This
difference might in part be attributed to the different structures
of synthetic composites and in particular the absence of mineral
bridges. To introduce mineral bridges into layered composites,
porous organic scaffolds have been developed. These scaffolds
have been infiltrated with Ca2+ and Mg2+ ions in the presence of
PAA, a carbonate source, and a base to form additive-stabilized
ACC particles that have subsequently been crystallized through
exposure to a humid environment. This process can be repeat-
ed several times to form multilayer structures, as schematically
shown in Fig. 5c.[39] Importantly, CaCO

3
not only forms between

the different layers of the polymer scaffold but also within the
pores, resulting in mineral bridges. These mineral bridges offer
a better control over the orientation of CaCO

3
crystals formed in

different layers andminimize their lateral displacement. However,
despite of these distinct advantages, the Young’s modulus of the
resulting composites is 38 GPa, a value significantly below that

Fig. 5. Formation of CaCO3-based layered materials. (a) Schematic illustration of nacre formation. Chitin-based scaffolds are infiltrated with ACC
particles that are subsequently transformed into aragonite platelets.[68] (b) Formation of nanocellulose/CaCO3 composites through the repetitive de-
position of layers of nanocellulose followed by their mineralization.[37] (c) Layer-by-layer deposition of PAA/PVA/CaCO3 composites by forming ACC
particles inside the matrix and subsequently crystallizing them through exposure of the composites to a humid environment.[39] Figures are repro-
duced with permission of John Wiley and Sons,[68] the Royal Society of Chemistry,[37] and Springer Nature.[39]
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ite films form on styrylpyridinium-modified PVA films if their
crosslink density is sufficiently low and calcite films form if the
crosslinking density exceeds a threshold value.[53]

The composition of the organic scaffold also influences the
orientation of the CaCO

3
crystals formed on it: A seminal work

demonstrated that surfaces presenting certain functionalities, such
as carboxyl or hydroxyl groups, favor the transformation of ACC
particles into single calcite crystals with well-defined orienta-
tions, as shown schematically in Fig. 6a.[54,55] This feature was
explored to form crystalline CaCO

3
films with orientations that

alternatively change over short length scales,[53,56,57] for example,
using self-assembled poly[(vinyl alcohol)-co(vinyl acetate)]
copolymers, as shown in Fig. 6b,[56] or polyrotaxane-modified
PVA.[57] The orientation of CaCO

3
crystals also depends on the

conformation of the polymers and hence on the substrate stiffness:
The c-axis of vaterite films produced on poly(N-isopropylacryl-
amide) (PNIPAM) brushes is oriented parallel to the substrate if
grown at temperatures above the lower critical solution tempera-
ture (LCST), T > LCST, whereas it is oriented perpendicular to
the substrate if grown at T < LCST.[58] Hence, the composition of
the insoluble organic scaffolds offers a simultaneous control over
the structure and orientation of CaCO

3
films.

The selective adsorption of CaCO
3
on functionalized surfaces

results in an additional benefit: It offers control over the shape

of the CaCO
3
films. Taking advantage of this feature, CaCO

3
films with well-defined shapes were grown on surfaces patterned
with polymer brushes presenting carboxylic acids,[59] urease,[60]
or methacrylate-block methylphenylsilane-block-hydroxy-
ethyl methacrylate) (PHEMA-PMPS-PHEMA).[61] The shape of
CaCO

3
-basedmaterials was also controlled in 3D using polymeric

substrates with well-defined structures such as epoxy resins,[62]
PHEMA hydrogels,[36] or even self-assembling polymers such as
poly(styrene)-b-poly(isoprene) block-copolymers,[63] and liquid
crystalline chitin whiskers, as exemplified in Fig. 6c.[64] These
studies nicely show that the structure, orientation, shape, and posi-
tion of CaCO

3
crystals can be controlled with the chemistry and

morphology of the organic scaffold and the presence of soluble
organic additives. However, these methods have never been sys-
tematically used to form nacre-inspired CaCO

3
-containing lay-

ered composites that have the potential to display improved me-
chanical properties.

5. Outlook
Nature established processes that offer a close control over

the structure and local composition of materials, thereby impart-
ing excellent mechanical properties to them. The close control
over the structure and local composition of materials achieved
by nature allows the fabrication of composites with fascinating
mechanical properties by using only a very limited number of ele-
ments. We are far from obtaining this level of control in nacre-in-
spired materials and hence, cannot fully leverage our advantage to
build bio-inspired materials from a much wider range of materials
yet. A key difference between nacre and nacre-inspired materials
is the formation process. Inorganic particles contained in man-
made composites are usually fabricated in bulk before they are as-
sembled into composites. By contrast, nature produces aragonite
platelets during the formation of nacre by depositing small ACC
particles into well-defined organic scaffolds that subsequently
transform into aragonite platelets. Thereby, nature obtains an ex-
cellent control over the structure, composition, and orientation of
the CaCO

3
-based aragonite crystals at different length scales such

that they possess mechanical properties that largely exceed single
crystal counterparts.[8,65] To synthetically produce CaCO

3
-based

platelets with similar properties, we must obtain a better control
over their structure on the nanometer up to the micrometer length
scale, their orientation, and their positioning within the organic
scaffold. To achieve this goal, wemust gain a better understanding
of the influence of soluble additives, the scaffold, and processing
conditions on these parameters. Some of these aspects have been
studied for individual particles.[66,67] However, very little research
has been performed on the influence of these parameters on the
structure and composition of ensembles of ACC particles and
their transformation into crystalline materials. This information
would open up new possibilities to fabricate layered composites
whose structure and local composition can be controlled with a
much tighter precision. This knowhow would offer a better con-
trol over their properties and might enable the fabrication of the
next generation of bio-inspired materials whose properties are
more similar or even superior to those of natural counterparts.
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